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EDITORIAL

Let’s
spice it up together

As per this is The Luxury Edition, we are so excited to share
with you some of the high-end professionals in the wedding
industry who also work in Greece. Read the exclusive story of
Anna Roussos, the fine art photographer and an influencer
in her field, on page 56. Get valuable advice on planning
a luxury wedding in Greece, from Lisa Burton, the expert
wedding planner with years of experience, on page 41.
And above all, seek inspiration from the gorgeous luxury
weddings in Greece on page 106.

As you sense the summer end, we don’t want you to feel
sad. In the contrary, embrace the change of the seasons
and make steps for yourself. As your routine might already
start feeling tiresome, bring little changes to your everyday
life. Take it to a new level. Discover the world of luxury!
As it happens, the research and design process took us to
the high-end side of things. Then again, these days it all
seems to be about “Royalty”, so maybe we subconsciously
prepared this Autumn 2017 Issue of our second Ellwed
magazine - The Luxury Edition. And we can’t be more
proud of it! Thinking of autumn, we decided to reach the
old-world aesthetics and introduce them to the modern
millennial way of thinking and designing. Fashion trends will
always look back for inspiration to create something new;
and so did we. The image that inspired us was actually from
our Pinterest “autumn wedding” board, where mood, theme
and the colour pallet from that image were the backbone
of our styled cover shoot and eventually the style of the
whole magazine.

Excousive story with Anna Roussos,
meet her on page 56

We are in love with this
centerpiece on page 83

My favourite part of this issue must be the neoclassical luxury
aspects of our shoot, intertwined with the contemporary
designs. Delicate lace details on the Madame Shou Shou
dresses, the modern lines of Prigipo jewellery, sparkling lush
details on Once Upon a Shoe, princess pumps and above
all the extravagant floral arrangements from the Red Box
Days with fruits and vintage silver details. The overall project
and whole style of this shoot, simply worked perfectly. But
if I had to choose one thing, I must say that my utmost
favourite detail, was our unique backdrop of contemporary
geometric wire frame installation by Babapots with floral
arrangements by Red Box Days. Which bride wouldn’t
want her love scene shot under that!
The final photos from George
Liopetas Photography came out
even more amazing than we could
imagine and we hope they will serve
you as go-to inspiration through this
autumn 2017 season. See them on
pages 80 & 94.

From bright blue and green summer hues, we turned
to strong, bold and deep tones. The inspiration also
came from all the wonderful artists, designers, planners,
photographers, florists and all creatives, who love to share
their accomplishments with us at Ellwed. This is what inspires
us every day and we want to be a part of it as well. That is
why you can follow our Instagram, @ellwedmag
to see such inspirational images from Greece, from artists,
designers and wedding professionals from all over the world.

With lots of love,
Our favorite moments
on page 96

SANYAPERCIC, EDITOR

Costa Navarino Venue
See this wedding on page 106

The bride that inspired us on page 80

Photographer: George Liopetas
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Our favorite backdrop
on page 94

Something old? What about
these vintage earrings?
See this wedding on page 124
Photographers: Up to down: Anna Roussos, George Liopetas, Sotiris Tsakanikas. Bottom right: Vassilis Polychronakis
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Disclaimer for the magazine
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George Belessis
@g_belessis
Hair & Make up Styling, Antigoni Livieratou
facebook.com/AntigoniLivieratouDotcom
@hmua_antigoni_livieratou

Cakes & Sweets, Games of Sugar
Buttermilk Patisserie
facebook.com/buttermilkpatisserie
@_buttermilk_patisserie
Shoes, Once Upon a Shoe
facebook.com/OnceUponaShoe.gr
@onceuponashoe_
Dresses,
Madame Shou Shou
facebook.com/madameshoushou
@madameshoushou
Costureras Collections from Anthologia Humana
facebook.com/costurerasclothing
@costureras
facebook.com/AnthologiaHumana
@anthologiahumana
JJs House from Yesterday’s Bread
facebook.com/yesterdaysbreadathens
@yesterdaysbread

Stylist: Anna Zotou
facebook.com/anna.zotou.14
@annazotou

Groom’s Attire, Yesterday’s Bread

Floral Design, Red Box Days
facebook.com/redboxdays.gr
@redboxdays.gr

Jewellery & Crowns, Prigipo
facebook.com/Prigipo
@prigipo

Geometric Details, Light & Terrariums, Babapots
facebook.com/Babapots-243933932451104

Venue, Pyrgos Petreza
facebook.com/PyrgosPetreza
@pyrgospetreza

Share your wedding story from Greece,
with other brides to be!

Want to be a part
of our next issue?

Send us an email to

submit@ellwed.com
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Behind the scenes of
our cover shoot
The main idea of this cover story was to picture a marvelous autumn wedding and
to show that ceremonies in Greece can be held not only at the beach. With the first
glance at gorgeous Pyrgos Petreza manor, with its authentic garden and wine cellar,
we realized that it was the ideal venue to bring our autumn luxury fairytale to life.
There was a lot of running and changing, from sets and dresses to hair and makeup,
which was always styled to perfection by our hair and makeup artist, Antigoni
Livieratou. Our couple, models, Ann Fedorenko and George Belessis took the job
of playing “lovebirds” very seriously and listen to our every direction. Konstantinos
Liopetas, from Quick Film, made sure to record everything from every angle, even
from above with his drone.
At the end, we all had a sweet moment together, when we celebrated our victory and
all the hard work. We will not forget all of the delicious treats and desserts, made just
for us by Games of Sugar. Because who does not love sweets?

We could not bring this project
to completion, without the
whole team who worked with
us on this. The entire experience
was simply amazing! Huge
thank you to all!
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Social
scene

For daily ideas and inspiration from Greece, follow
ellwedmag on social media.

To get daily inspiration from
Greece and find the right
vendors for you, head over to

Repin from our useful and
inspirational boards with ideas
from all over the world, from

Instagram

Pinterest

our
@ellwedmag

@boho_choco

ellwed

Make sure you like our

Facebook page

were we share useful videos, our
blog post of tips, inspirations and
weddings from Greece.
@ellwedmag
To find vendors, get answers to your
questions, join our community on

Facebook Groups
/ellwed.pros.community
/ellwed.bridal.community

Twitter

Follow us on
where you will find inspirations
and advice from all over the
world.
@ellwedMAG

Vendor Treasury

Coming soon on our site,
for the whole Greece and all destination vendors working in
Greece.
ellwed.com/treasury/
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BEAUT Y & FASHION

Easy tan
by Natasha Naumenko

Every woman wants to look her best on the Big Day and since most of the
wedding dresses are white (with different shades of white) having some tan
on your skin is almost a must for brides now. Unfortunately, not everyone has
the time or opportunity to visit the beach in summer, but that does not mean
you have to give up on the idea of enjoying a tan for your wedding day.
In this article, one will find out about easy ways to look sun kissed without
actually going to the beach.

Photographer, George Liopetas
Model, Ann Fedorenko
Dress, Madame Shou Shou
Earrings, Prigipo
Venue, Pyrgos Petreza
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Solarium

Spray tan

Probably, the first thing that comes to mind when someone mentions “fake
tan” is going to a solarium. It is the most common and yet the most healththreatening self-tan option. Without going under direct sun rays, you still
get the exposure, which, if done repeatedly, might result in skin cancer due
to high UV concentration. Although, one or two visits in winter can help
replenish the lack of vitamin D. If you decided to try solarium for the first
time, start with 3-4 (for very light skin) or 5-6 minutes (for normal skin). The
duration of the results depends on how often and for how long you stay inside.
In order to get a nice bronze
look (not grilled chicken style,
hello 2000s), about 6-7 visits
will be enough. In general,
we would not recommend
going to a solarium without
an urgent need (which is?).
Do not forget applying
special sunscreen, which you
can either bring with you or
get at the salon. Never use
a solarium if there is some
irritation, skin disease or if you
are allergic to the sun.

The next category is spray tan. It is a favourite pick here at the Ellwed
headquarters and let’s see why. First of all, it gives an instant result. All you
have to do is pick the shade you prefer. It might not be 100% natural but still
better than other ways if done by a pro. The procedure is carried out with
the help of spray gun and usually takes around 10-15 minutes. Although it
seems to be a perfect choice, you have to know that within the next 8 hours
after the spray-tan session your skin colour might get a bit darker, so keep
this in mind while choosing the shade at the beginning. Also, it is better not
to breathe in the formula during the process of application, which is why
doctors do not recommend spray tanning while pregnant. Never forget
that you got your tan “from the bottle” so at least 30 SPF sunscreen is
a must if you plan on hitting the beach. And, of course, do not put any
makeup or deodorant before the procedure.
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Self-tanning
Our next option is the most popular among ladies and at least one out of
every three women have tried it once in their life. Yes, we are talking about
self-tanning creams, lotions and sprays. Here it would be appropriate to say
‘’Thank God, it is 2017’’ and the products have improved a lot. Nowadays
you do not have to worry about looking orange and leaving a trace on
every piece of fabric you touch. That is of course, if you choose the correct
colour and a reliable product. So, how does it work? Basically, it looks like
a normal moisturising lotion (creams, etc), sometimes has a specific smell,
but normally it goes away after your skin absorbs it. The tan appears within
an hour after the application and it
is suggested to wait for at least 30
minutes before wearing something or
going to bed, just to make sure not
to leave any stains. It is important to
apply the cream evenly - sometimes
it is better to use two mirrors for this.
Do not forget about the area behind
your knees, ears and feet. For better
result, exfoliate your skin before the
procedure and moisturise twice a day
while using the self-tanning lotion. As
we said about spray-tan, remember
that your tan is from the bottle and do
not skip a sunscreen routine! Before
putting on any product, use it on a
small area of your skin to eliminate
any possible allergic reaction.
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Good luck with your experiments and
remember, everything will look fine if
used in appropriate amounts!

About the author:
Natasha, everyday fashion and beauty expert,
studied English & International Business at
WSZOP Katowice and Business English at
International House Newcastle.
@natasha0065
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During summer, our skin gets a lot of UV exposure. Therefore, by the end of the
season our skin turns dry and dull. Which is why it is very important to start a
special treatment in autumn to bring back your skin to its normal condition and
prevent wrinkles, because dry skin can show sings or aging earlier than healthy
skin. One of the best procedures to fix that situation is peeling (chemical peel).
Although, you should be aware that skin becomes very vulnerable to UV so the
best time to start your peeling course is late autumn when the sun exposure is
less aggressive.
The main goal of this procedure is to exfoliate the outer layers of dead skin cells.
It can be carried out with the help of: ultrasound, laser and chemicals (mostly
acids).

Expert’s advice on
face peels
by Mariya Onopriienko

Recover your skin after summer vacations
24
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It is important to know that your skin will require time to recover after the peeling.
For example, after top-layer peeling it will take around two weeks, after top-mid
around two months. One should be very careful with the sun exposure during
this period, because staying out on the sun can cause skin pigmentation (and
that is not what we came for).
In this article, we will talk about chemical peels, which is the most standard
found in beauty salons. So, how does it work? Chemical peel damages (burns)
the skin in a controlled manner with the help of different acids, depending on
your personal skin needs. As a result, the damaged outer layer is removed and
the new improved skin layer with the even tone and smoother texture is revealed.
After the procedure, you will experience redness and irritation, although it is
a normal reaction of your skin, this is how your organism is trying to recover
from the damage. After a few days, the scariest part will start, well, not that
something scary is going to happen, your skin will just literally peel or flake, in
order to let the fresh layer to surface. It does not last long but it is better to stay
away from daily activities during the active peeling phase.

Face peels can be deep, medium and light.
Light or mild peel works for already dead skin cells with the help of alphahydroxy
acids (AHAs), such as glycolic (25%-70%), salicylic (15%), fruit (25%-50%) or
lactic acids (35%-70%). The results of this peel are even face tone, removal of
small wrinkles, dryness and mild acne. The procedure can be done once or in a
course of 4-6 visits with an interval of 7-10 days, depending on expected results.
During the medium peels, the solution gets throughout the whole epidermis
(top layer of skin) and can fix fine wrinkles, skin pigmentation, enlarged pores
and acne. The doctors use the following acids: salicylic (30%), trichloroacetic
acid (TCA) (10%-40%), retinoic (5%) and phenol (25%-35%) acid. After the
procedure, your doctor may suggest staying at home for a few days until your
skin recovers, so keep it in mind. Medium peel is usually done in a course of 2-5
procedures with an interval of a 10-30 days. It is recommended to do face peels
in a complex with the other facial procedures and repeat it once or twice a year.
We are not going to cover the details of deep face peels in this article, because
it is usually carried out under general anesthesia and only a dermatologist
together with a surgeon can consult you on this. Please be
very careful when choosing your doctor, as this regards your
health as well as your beauty.

We, at Ellwed, highly recommend you to visit
and consult with trained cosmetologists that
have an active and valid medical degree.

About the author:
Mariya Onopriienko is a professional cosmetologist,
MA in Microbiology. She loves making women
beautiful and thinks that beauty can save the world.
This article was cnducted for ellwed in Russian
language and was translated for the broader public by
Natasha Naumenko.
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Fall-Winter 2017/18
wedding dress trends
Find your perfect dress, following this season’s latest
trends.
by Lia Igam

When it comes to the wedding ceremony, bride’s dresses are one of the most
important attributes! Magical, elegant, stunning and unforgettable the dress
should catch all eyes, tears and smiles! If you are not sure about the dreamy
style you wish to follow, just check this list with the new bridal fashion trends
I’ve got my eye on for this following year.
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Oversized sleeves

Not your average white dress

Whether belled or fluted, oversized super
sleeves are fashion’s Fall-Winter 2017/18
must-have. Avoid additional decorative
details and create shape! It is always
interesting to counterbalance the volume
of the sleeves by showing your waist or
by choosing a pencil dress design.

Let’s give a new interpretation to the
traditional wedding dress, playing with
colour and not the design itself (as per usual)!
Dramatic red, pastel rose, mint or classy
cream colour could be a fashion statement
itself for the bride “to come into play”. Perfect
trend for unformal couples! This colour goes
ideally to skin shades as it gives a glamorous
glow to your look.

The two-piece dress
An elegant cropped top and skirt looks like a dress with a modern pin! What a great idea to
highlight your feminine shape and curves by wearing this trendy kind of wedding outfit. Do
not be afraid to make a statement – it is your day!

Vintage Lace
Lace is going to be used everywhere. From the dress to
decorations, as it is the best interpretation of romance!
This kind of material is loved by royal families and it
gives an elegant feel to the wedding itself.
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“B” for Boho Bride
Bohemian chic style is everywhere this autumn! A Maxi dress with a wide
skirt, looks perfect whether you are planning a traditional celebration or a
relaxed outdoor party. Loose hair and some crochet headbands as your hair
accessory, are going to add the proper atmosphere to this night!

Wedding Guests
When it comes to a friend of yours, she needs to follow fashion tendencies as
a bride does! I would like to offer new experimental outfits to try, rather than
a simple no-statement evening dress.
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Sheer detail
The best trend for the bride’s friends who dislike traditional formal evening dresses. Keep it
cool and mini, yet still following the wedding’s dress code. Sheer maxi skirt is a best idea to
create a modern and fashionable look.

Ruffled hero
What a poetic trend! Ruffles are coming
from fashion catwalks to real life, adding
a touch of romance to our style. If you are
going to be a wedding guest pay attention to
this detail. Add some ruffles to your sleeves or
legs for some extra volume that will highlight
your waist to show your feminine figure.

Grenadine
The Colour Institute Pantone, named
Grenadine a colour of the FW 17/18’s season.
What an easy trend to follow! The statement
“shade of red” comes in perfect contrast to
a bride’s white dress. This kind of colour will
easily hide extra centimetres, when styled in
monochrome looks.
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Marina
One more colour trend to follow, according to Pantone institute’s report. This dress
is going to be a fresh and bright breath in this wedding. Choose mini or maxi length
in case you are not so happy with this shade of blue and add some metallic silver
details (bag, shoes or jewellery).

Jumpsuit
Jumpsuits are loved by bridesmaids as a statement outfit for more than
one season. FW 17/18 is all about pastel shades of rose and light blue, so
poetic for this kind of occasion. Be sure you have spent some time at the
gym and you can easily wear these clothes, suited for more skinny types.

Lia Igam is a journalist and stylist, based in Greece, the creator of TrendsControl.com,
blog and a ‘mompreneur’ who loves to challenge herself with different styling projects and
has a personal approach to style fashion trends.
www.trendscontrol.com
facebook.com/trendscontrol
@liaigam

Disclaimer
All the pictures belong to their authors and not to the Ellwed Magazine or the author of this article. See credits on page 151.
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DÉCOR, INSPIRATION, ADVICE

Planning a luxury wedding
abroad
Expert’s advice
by Lisa Burton

The Bridal Consultant has been arranging weddings in Greece for over 13 years.
We have had the pleasure to gain invaluable knowledge on how to plan a
successful wedding abroad. Therefore, we wish to share with you some insider
tips to ensure you have the best possible wedding journey and of course the
ultimate wedding day.

Credits:
Wedding planner, The Bridal Consultant
Photography, HannaMonika Wedding Photography

www.thandth.com
www.thandth.com
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For sure, planning a wedding abroad can be quite overwhelming. You have to answer
questions that you might not even know the answers to! From how to find reputable,
trustworthy and quality suppliers, to how to overcome language barriers and tap into the
local market, or how to understand what will or won’t work, and thus guarantee a perfect
wedding day.
We, at the Bridal Consultant, have prepared these 8 tips for you:

Hire a planner
The first step to wedding planning success is finding the perfect wedding planning partner,
someone who will make your vision come to life: So, continue reading and please consider
the following;
Good rapport; it is vital to be able to communicate effectively. A wedding planner
wears many hats; planner, friend, shoulder to cry on, sounding board for ideas and advice,
so understanding each other and being on the ‘same wave length’ is key. If you cannot get a
good idea over email, do not be afraid to request a “Skype” call or even a meeting in person
if that is possible.
Their passion and creativity; you
will need this if you are to make all those
details you desire come to life.
Contacts and experience; what is
their level of knowledge on the market you
wish to plan the wedding, do they know the
venue, have they visited it? Do they have a
wealth of contacts for you to tap into and
ensure you will find the perfect suppliers to
make your dream day a reality?
Your wedding planner in summary is like a
temporary best friend, someone you can put
your complete trust in for the next few months
or years. So seek out recommendations,
don’t be scared to ask to see previous work
if it’s not evident on their website or social
media. This is one of the most important
decisions you will make, so take your time
and make it well. See our luxury wedding we
planned on Page…..
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Visit the venue before you book
If possible, visit the island before finalising your date and wedding venue. In turn, see each of the
shortlisted venues, to make sure you chose the right one. It will also make the planning much easier as
you will understand the environment, climate and setting of your preferred location.

Tasting
I recommend a menu and wine
tasting where applicable. Sample
the cuisine and the wines that
compliment the dishes. This will
help you worry less and feel more
confident in making your final
decisions for the wedding dinner.
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Style and design
Find a local stylist to work with to ensure your vision. When planning a
destination wedding, it is important to work with a partner who has seen and
understands the venue. They will make recommendations based on your style,
budget and personality to guarantee that the venue looks its best. Working with
the right creative partners will not only be great fun but will encourage you to
try ideas one may have never even considered.

Lighting
Lighting gives the chance to create a unique mood or style at your venue;
for an outdoor woodland setting, string lights create the perfect bohemian vibe,
or add a laser light show to enhance your indoor dancing area. Lighting allows
you to easily define different zones at your venue. For example, you can specify
a dining area, dance floor or chill out zones. You can also create special effects
for key moments such as the first dance, bouquet toss and cutting of the cake.

Understand the restrictions
Be prepared to look at neighbouring islands or mainland for suppliers, especially if you are
getting married on an island that is small, remote and new to weddings. We find Greek vendors more
than willing to travel and it opens you up to a whole world or options.
Don’t be put off if your perfect venue has an earlier cut off time for music than you’d like,
consider a silent disco! A brilliant way to extend the party, work within the restrictions of the venue and
give your guests a new experience.

Tradition
Consider adding some local traditions,
whether it be local cuisine at the wedding dinner, a
Laouto (Greek instrument) player to serenade the
bride, or some Greek dancers to end the dinner with
the traditional bride and groom dance. Who doesn’t
love a bit of ‘Zorba the Greek’? A sure way to surprise
and delight your guests.
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The weather
The heat; Consider the heat and your attire before choosing your
ceremony time. Summer months of July and August can be very hot and humid,
so an evening ceremony is a much better option. We normally suggest no earlier
than 4pm, or even later in the hottest summer months.
The cooler months; The months of October to
April can be unpredictable, this doesn’t necessarily mean
rain, days can be cool or quite breezy. When you have
a large set up with lights, decoration and live music you
need to ensure you have a plan B if the weather doesn’t cooperate. This doesn’t necessarily mean a different venue,
shades and gazebos can work in some instances. We
always recommend a venue with an indoor option during
the low season months.
Make sure your guests come prepared with a
shrug or covering once the sun has set, you don’t want your
guests feeling uncomfortably cool. Consider hiring heaters
for later in the evening.
We would also suggest an earlier ceremony
time during these months, giving you more daylight for
photographs and the option of starting and ending earlier.
Relocating, should it be necessary, will be much
less stressful if you have an experienced wedding planner
as they will be on-hand to advise the best course of action
and to deal with the rearrangements.
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A wedding abroad is such a magical occasion! With a little planning and
preparation at the start, you can have the wedding of your dreams and a day
you and your beloved guests will never forget.

About the author:
Lisa Burton is the founder and head wedding planner of The Bridal Consultant,
one of the leading awarded wedding planning agencies in the UK offering bespoke
destination weddings. After experiencing her own destination wedding and living
in Southern America and the Caribbean, Lisa realised the need for a wedding
planning agency with integrity and excellent communication skills as well as
flexibility.
www.thebridalconsultants.com
www.facebook.com/bridalconsultant
@thebridalconsultants
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info@creteforlove.com
Chania,73100, Crete, Greece
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www.creteforlove.com
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Let’s get hitched!
But first…

Here is what you will need for you and your partner, in order to obtain a Greek
marriage certificate. First, you must take into consideration that all the important
documents, except photocopies of passports, also need an apostille if your country
has signed The Hague Convention, while some countries are exempt from this
step. For more detailed information please contact your wedding planner before.

Some things, you should know about
document procedures in Greece

Basically, you will need these certificates for each of you:
·
Full Birth certificates, including parents’ names and details
·
Certified single status letter or letter of no impediment, signed within three
months of date of the wedding
·
Photocopies of both passports as well as passports of your witnesses (best
man and made of honour)
Bear in mind, that we are all different and every couple has a different state of
affairs. So, in case of divorce, name change or death of spouse, you will also need
a certificate for that specific case. For more details on your circumstances, please
contact your wedding planner.

By now you may have read or heard of some “horror” stories regarding paperwork
procedures in Greece. As in any country, when you want to get married, you have
to file some paperwork in order to make your marriage legal. Since this might be a
destination wedding, you will have to translate some important paperwork in Greek,
which are stating who you are and that you are legally allowed to marry your partner.
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Give yourself enough time to
deal with paperwork and keep
in mind that translations can
take some time to get back
to you, so you can send your
paperwork to your planner in
time.
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Location
Most couples come to Greece to get married on the beach or one of
those white terraces with the infinity view of the blue sea. As many
popular islands are well accustomed to the wave of destination
weddings, others might not be so open to an outside ceremony.
Before deciding on your ceremony location, you should find out if
that specific town hall can accommodate your wishes.

JS Divine Events is a full-service Wedding and Event Planning Company, offering
excellent customer service and outstanding results. We speak English, Greek, German
and a bit of French and Spanish
Locations in Greece: Athens, Agistri, Aegina, Poros, Hydra, Spetses, Mykonos, Santorini &
Skopelos
Contact: +30 6971828324

Facebook: @jsdivineevents

info@jsdivineevents.com

Instagram: @js.divine.events
www.jsdivine-events.com

Greek marriage certificate
When you tie the knot in Greece, your
marriage certificate will be in Greek and will
have to be translated to your language. If
this is not something you would prefer and
if you want to avoid all this bureaucracy,
you have an option of having a simple
civil ceremony in your home country and
a beautiful symbolic ceremony in Greece,
followed by amazing and stress-free
honeymoon.
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Weddings and Events
weddings@bysanya.com

www.weddings.bysanya.com
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“F

inding one’s identity as an artist has nothing to
do with looking out there, but going through an
inner journey.

”

Wedding photographer
interview
with Anna Roussos

We are so excited to have this exclusive interview with Anna Roussos, fine arts
wedding photographer. You may already have seen some of her photos on
social media and wedding blogs like Style Me Pretty. Now, you have the chance
to read her story and get an expert advice, to make the right decision when
choosing your perfect wedding photographer.

Find Anna here:
www.annaroussos.com
instagram.com/annaroussos
facebook.com/AnnaRoussosPhotography
Photo credits:
Anna Roussos Photohraphy
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We believe that fine art photography and the creativity isn’t just a job to you. Can
you tell us more about your story, your beginning in the industry and your life as
creative fine art photographer?
From a very early age, I was driven by arts; Dancing, poetry, theatre, painting had
always been a part of my daily life. Art urges us to expose our inner self in so many
different forms. It is mesmerizing and meditative at the same time.
At the age of 14, I had already decided that I wanted to study TV and cinema
directing. I attended the specialised school, connected to the TV and Radio University
in Moscow, from which I also graduated years later.
I started working when I was 16. My first job was as a news editor for a TV channel.
Soon I had gained my employers’ trust and in less than a year I began directing my
own TV programs and documentaries.
It was an all-study all-work life, attending my university classes from 8:30 to 15:30 and
working from 16:30 till midnight. This might sound rather exhausting to many, but I
was enjoying every bit doing what I loved.
TV and cinema direction is a very complex profession that provided me with invaluable
knowledge applicable to all kinds of visual arts, as well as everyday life situations:
Aside from the artistic part one should be fully aware of technical aspects, be a great
observer and communicator, know how to “read” people, and of course manage a
team.
During my university years I developed a huge enthusiasm for photography, partly (or
wholly) influenced by my mother who at the time was taking classes, buying equipment
and opening up a whole new world for herself and me. I remember how we used to
sit together, going through her images, talking about composition, light, feelings and
how all these components blend in together. I lost her very early but I couldn’t be more
thankful for all she had done for me. Through her photography got under my skin,
shaping my character and becoming a stepping stone that would alter my life.

Anna Roussos

I moved to Greece 9 years ago and gave birth to my beautiful daughter Nicole. I
planned to stay home and enjoy motherhood for some time but I guess the need to
express myself artistically took over soon. In less than a year I started looking for a
job in Athens. As my Greek at the time was basic I couldn’t even consider a job in TV
production. That was when photography took over. I contacted a few model agencies,
arranged for several appointments and within a month I was working on test shootings
for models and designers. I wasn’t in it for the money, though. I was aiming to get into
the industry and build my portfolio.
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Fashion photography is its own “la la land”. You get to build ambiance, arouse feelings,
create personas and even stories. It carries a unique, delicate aesthetic, one should
deeply connect to. Once it is mastered you can allow your imagination to go wild and
that was actually what attracted me so much in this genre - its incessant freedom of
expression.

Shortly after, the couple’s wedding planner contacted me. She told me she loved my
approach because to her it was “something new and so alive”, so we began working
together. In the meantime, I built my site, contacted few more wedding planners in
Santorini and I didn’t have to wait long before going back there. To my surprise many
people seemed to know my name and work, due to that very first shooting.

In 2011, a friend of mine asked if I would be interested to work as a photographer at
her friend’s wedding in Santorini and I can’t say I was hitting the ceiling. I had never
done this before and to be frank, the genre held very little thrill for me at the time. I
agreed mostly out of curiosity. It was my first official work as a wedding photographer
and since I had little experience on the field, I just had to apply all my skills and
experience as a fashion photographer. On the day of the wedding during cocktail
hour I asked the couple to take a walk so we could take a few beautiful shots in a more
relaxed atmosphere. The couple found the idea of enjoying some alone time together
great, but my mind was set on the compositions and my use of light. Thanks to my
prior experience with actors I had a pretty good idea on how to help my couple look
natural before the camera. I guided them, talked to them, made them feel at ease and
removed the “stiff” out of the picture. What came out was a very gratifying result but
what surprised me the most was that
I had truly relished the process. In
fact, it was far more enjoyable than
photographing models.

Creating timeless and beautiful wedding photographs is a delicate process and calls
for a lot of observation and practice. Wedding photographers should be very confident
in their technical skills, so they won’t stress about what camera settings are required or
what lens they should use in various circumstances. Concentrating on one’s artistry and
connecting with the people you photograph are essential for the artist to portray the
couple’s love and beauty in the most flattering way. The ability to capture moments
“in-between”, wrap them in beautiful compositions, fill the images with natural and
glowing light is a set of skills only an experienced wedding photographer and a true
artist can perform.

Call me a romantic but capturing
love is what I appreciate most about
my profession. The way newlyweds
look at each other, the way a bride
blushes, the way he hugs her, the
smiles, the sparkling eyes filled with
affection and admiration. I get a
chance to witness and capture these
wonderful moments between two
people and the privilege is literally
beyond words.

“C

oncentrating on one’s artistry
and connecting with the
people you photograph are
essential for the artist to portray the
couple’s love and beauty in the most
flattering way.

I guess the hardest task for any artist is finding their own style. When I first started
working as a wedding photographer I was constantly preoccupied with the search of
my ‘signature’, making my images consistent, able to speak for themselves.
I did a lot of research and searched for inspiration. After some time doing homework
it was self-evident: finding one’s identity as an artist has nothing to do with looking
out there, but going through an inner journey. What drives us and attracts us is for us
to grasp, because the actual imprint lies inside the artists themselves. I sat down one
evening and made a list of what comprises the perfect wedding photograph. I found
myself describing all the visual elements I found so captivating in photography: colour,
tonality, perspective, lighting, focal point, fidelity, mood, you name it. Keeping that list
in the back of my head has been guiding me ever since no matter what is on my frame,
an object, a person or a candid moment. That list eventually turned to a subconscious
voice, an instinctive prerogative. It has been a pivotal milestone in my photography,
keeping my images consistent and serving as my perpetual inner director for each
work.
So, what is my wedding photographic style?
I would definitely say, fine art. It is not simply an approach, but a mind-set. Before
every image, before style, products, services, fine art superintends and acts as an
inspiring business model. My photographs, my function, my business represent me as
a person, they are me. Naturally, every photograph an artist takes is some sort of selfportrait. Its visual contents metaphorically represent what was important enough to the
photographer’s eye at this moment that they chose to freeze it permanently.

”
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Oh wow! That was some interesting life story. By now we really feel like we know
you well, but could you share with us, what is the one thing that drives you in your
line of work and where do you find inspiration for your projects?
My biggest trigger is my clients. People inspire me, and what affects me even stronger
is the love I get to witness. It is so moving to stand before love on an everyday basis,
to have it as the foundation of your work, the heartbeat of your craft. I meet so many
different couples from across the globe. Their backgrounds, nationalities, languages,
carry the seed of their cultures, the depths and layers of their diversity. Still, one thing
remains universally shared: the love they have for each other. Having an opportunity
to observe and get to know their stories is so stirring, it gives a different perspective to
my everyday life and sustains the way I perceive this world. The “big L” is my inspiration,
it’s what influences me the most.
Second to love comes the freedom
of expression, the fact that I don’t
need to prove myself to anyone
gives me a boost and helps me
access my artistry. After several
years of working and building my
image as a photographer, I have
managed to create a reputation
of being consistent in my artistic
expression, so my clients trust me
100%. For me hearing from my
couples “Anna, we love your work
and absolutely trust your vision,
so please do as you feel and we
will follow your guidance” is very
moving and inspiring and I know
that I will do my best.
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Since you have been working as a wedding photographer for some time now, we
are sure you have encountered some changes in the industry. During your time in
the world of wedding photography in Greece, what would you say has changed?
When I started working as a wedding photographer in 2011, I knew little about the
industry in Greece.
At some point, while searching for my artistic identity and looking “out there” for some
ideas, it felt I couldn’t find much inspiration in the Greek market; I knew I wanted to
stay and work in Greece, but what was popular at the time was far from moving. So
instead, I looked further away, in the US, where wedding photography culture was
much more advanced and structural.
Still I understood I had to follow my gut feeling and concentrate not only on what
was becoming popular but to be able to predict what would soon ensue. Back then in
Greece documentary style was dominating in wedding photography, but there were
very few photographers that were actually masters at what they were doing and could
create gorgeous and timeless photographs. The majority of work that I had seen,
looked to me like “shoot and spray” photography style, where lack of artistic expression
was hidden behind the words “documentary’ and ‘photojournalism”.
With the digital era, it became very attractive and seemed easy to many people to
purchase a photo camera and call themselves wedding photographers. You can take
thousands of images without giving much thought to any one specifically and then
hope that 3 out 500 will be worth the attention, especially when converted to black
and white. And this wasn’t happening only in Greece, but everywhere in the world.
The Greek market had a few years delay, so it wasn’t difficult to predict how things
would unfold just by looking at what happened in the American wedding photography
market.

Anna Roussos

After this mass wave of thoughtless wedding photography, there was a time for a big
change. Clients would get very disappointed, because they were paying big amounts
of money for the pictures that could be taken by their uncle or a brother-in-law if the
relative happened to have a good camera in hand. It wasn’t making any sense and
there was a need for a different offer, more thoughtful, artistic and worthy.
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In the US Jose Villa shook the market and took wedding photography to the next
level offering not only artistic and thoughtful approach, but also creating an inspiring
business model that was highly appreciated and welcomed by the clients that were
looking for something special and timeless. His leap was a great example of a successful
and thoughtful action, he sensed very well what the market of wedding photography
was lacking and managed to fulfil this gap. That’s the reason his name is so known
and respected by everyone in every country’s wedding industry.
I tried to follow his example, and it helped a lot to get where I am today. I have never
had a goal to influence local market or couldn’t even imagine that my work will make
wedding photography in Greece shift to a new direction, but some people from the
industry tell me that it did. Of course, it’s very flattering to hear, but I also think that
things followed the natural rhythm, and as the tendencies in wedding photography
slowly changed around the world, eventually it happened in Greece too. It makes
me very happy to see more and more fine art wedding photographers in Greece,
it is exciting to meet people that perceive emotions, light and appreciate the same
aesthetics that I do. Today in Greece there are many talented wedding photographers,
whose work is inspiring, timeless and gets recognition not only on the local market, but
worldwide.

Santorini and Mykonos are getting all the attention for being one of the most
popular wedding destinations in the world. As a destination photographer you
have visited so many different places in Greece, which other location would you
recommend to couples and why?
Ever since the 1950’s Santorini and Mykonos have been a pole of attraction to millions
of tourists. It is only natural that for me too, as a wedding photographer, these two
islands are top destinations. Still Greece isn’t only about them. This beautiful land never
ceases to amaze me. Each time I discover a new location that is filled with pleasant
surprises. Spetses for instance, is definitely one of my favourites, for its crisp aesthetics
and aristocratic feel. I’m incredibly fond of Ios for its spectacular nature and beaches.
Paros is my fun place and it’s ideal for more leisurely weddings, while Monemvassia has
that calm vibe that instantly urges you to slow down and unwind. I can go on forever
about practically every corner I’ve been to. Thing is, when a couple hasn’t been to
Greece before and wish to decide on the perfect wedding destination, Mykonos and
Santorini are the first that come to mind. If I could provide any couple with a word
of advice that would be to contact an experienced wedding planner. A well-trained
professional can respond to a couple’s requirements with great precision once they’ve
established connection and fathomed their wedding vision. In Greece, one can find
tremendously talented and passionate wedding stylists and coordinators, who have
what it takes to create truly dreamy weddings.
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Before deciding on a vendor, couples like to do some research first. What advice
would you give them before they decide on a wedding photographer? What
should they look for and pay attention to while researching?
Choosing the right photographer to document such a special day, naturally builds up
anxiety for couples as they understand that when the wedding is over photographs will
be their memories of the day.
If a couple feels uncertain where to begin, I would suggest that they look for the style of
wedding photographs they’re mostly attracted to, asking themselves what they wish to
see in their wedding images, what colours or tones make their hearts skip and how they
would like their event to be captured. There’s is literally a sea of choices and inspiration
from numerous wedding blogs which makes it so much easier for brides to get an idea
on different styles in wedding photography. On a practical basis, it does help a lot to
Pin one’s favourite photographs and to create an inspiration board. Using these as
guides the bride will understand what exactly she’s looking for. A pivotal moment I
guess is when - in the process of choosing between wedding photographers - you start
envisioning yourself as having already been photographed by this specific creative.
This is the moment when your first connection with a photographer begins. Do pay
notice on that personal connection
you feel because that means you
will be feeling comfortable and at
ease with this person. Scheduling a
Skype call and seeing how your first
meeting flows is key. Certain couples
are reserved and would require a bit
of guidance, some have a strong
vision while others are in search of
that “click” thing. Personality goes a
long way and you always know it in
your heart when you’ve found the
“one”. It’s like with an engagement
ring, it goes way beyond simply the
investment, you pick it because it
speaks of who you are. It’s so... you!

Is there one question that almost every couple asks you about their wedding in
Greece? And what is usually your answer?
Photography is very important for my clients and very often they contact me even
before they have set their wedding date in stone. I receive all kinds of questions,
starting from “Could you advise us on a perfect location for our wedding” to “What
colour of suit you think the groom should wear?”. But the most common question is
“How can we schedule our wedding day in order to get the best result and light in our
wedding photographs”. And I love to hear this question! Just the fact that the couple is
so aware and open to being flexible, in order to accommodate my needs as a wedding
photographer, is very exciting and makes me even more enthusiastic to guide them
and help work on their wedding day timeline together.
I always schedule a special Skype call with my couple, dedicated to their Wedding Day
Itinerary, it is very important to make sure that there is “enough” time for photography,
because as in any art when you can take your time, you become more thoughtful and
can access your creativity easier and try different things without being pressured by
time.
On a wedding day, it is essential for a photographer to have their space and create
in as much stress-free environment as possible. A wedding day can be quite stressful
and full of unexpected moments. Even if I don’t receive this question from my couples,
I make sure to explain them myself how it is important that they let me participate in
their wedding schedule planning and ask them to send the schedule to me before they
set it in stone. And absolutely every time, the couple is very thankful for the input that
I give and they appreciate me even more, because they can see that I am genuinely
interested and give my best.
We are glad to see that when clients book you, they really get the full VIP treatment
and service from you. We also hope this interview will help all brides get ready
before their wedding day. So, what advice would you give to brides, before or
when they are getting ready, for their photo shoot?
After planning your wedding day for several months, meeting your photographer and
discussing all the necessary details with them in advance is essential. On your wedding
day, you have to try your best to relax and enjoy every bit of what’s happening around
you, absorb it, memorise it and live it. Leave all the concerns to the professionals who
are there for you: your wedding planner, your photographer, the whole team that is
working to make this day happen the way you have envisioned.
Standing before the camera might feel awkward at first, so act naturally. Trust your
photographer and allow them to guide you. I require no specific preparation for a
photo shooting from my brides, it is my job to make them feel comfortable around me
and in front of my camera. They don’t have to prepare or stress about it. The only thing
I ask is trust and time.
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Before every shoot a photographer needs to be prepared, since each wedding can
be complex and have multiple events in different venues. What is your secret to
stay calm in stressful and difficult situations?
First of all, during the planning period I make sure that the timeline of the wedding day
works well for me and I have enough time to get creative. Rushing things never works
out well. Usually, it is a very detailed itinerary, where I ask my couples to leave some
time just in case something occurs. So even if something comes up, for instance make
up or hairstyling took much more time than expected, it won’t hugely affect the flow of
the day. Needless to say, if everything goes as scheduled, we will just have some extra
time for some photographs. So, it’s a win-win situation. Thoughtful schedule removes
a big portion of stress.
I always make sure to arrive a bit earlier than scheduled to have enough time to catch
up with the bride, say hi to everyone else and make them feel comfortable around
me before I take my camera out of the bag. I will use this time to walk around the
bridal room (my usual location number one on the wedding day), get a good feel
of the surroundings and available natural light. It is a very important ritual for me to
access my artistry, make myself feel comfortable as well and familiarise myself with the
environment I will be working in.

Anna Roussos

Of course, every wedding photographer
should be well prepared tech-wise. I won’t
even elaborate on this, but having all your
equipment set and being certain that if
something goes wrong with your gear you
always have a plan B, is fundamental.
I always make a mental note on the list of
photographs to be taken, so I don’t shoot
non-stop or capture whatever appears
before me. I have a plan which I follow with
a smile. Tranquillity means positive energy
and both are contagious. If your clients see
you relaxed they feel the same way.
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You probably have many photos of weddings and couples you are super proud of.
But, which one is your favourite and why?
To be frank, I am a very self-criticising person and there have been times I was too
harsh on myself concerning my work. It is very difficult for me to pick a photograph
and say “oh, I’m so proud of it!” What makes me feel proud though, is when I receive
amazing feedback from my couples. However, I always question and challenge my
art, trying to analyse what I could do better and how. Perhaps some may not find selfcriticism constructive, but to me it’s the only way of perceiving my work and it seriously
helps me improve and become better at what I do.
So, in all “non-pride” I will share this image with you, one that is not glamorous or grand
but to me carries all the elements of what my photography is all about. Looking at this
groom gently holding his bride’s hand as they climb the staircase, the way he pauses,
looks at her, the way she looks at him a little girly, her innocent smile is what makes
me hopeful about love. People always carry such magic in their simplest gestures.
Aside from the beautiful decorations, dramatic backdrops, festivities and immaculate
luxuries, what truly matters is the beating heart, the eyes that look up and say it is you
I have been looking for.
And for the last question, what is that one thing that distinguishes you from other
photographers?
It is like answering a question, what makes you a different person from others - it is me,
being myself (laughing).

Anna Roussos

Anna, this was truly an amazing conversation. We are so excited to be a part of
this exclusive interview with you for our Ellwed Autumn 2017 issue. Thank you for
taking the time to answer these questions, which will hopefully help many brides to
see clearly and to ease the stress of planning their wedding in Greece.
See her work on page 110.
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www.theodorad.com

Chic vegan boho alternative
The Floral Skull
by Mariangela Zorba

Finally! For all vegan brides, looking for alternative decorative for your boho
inspired chic wedding. Meet Mariangela Zorba, the mind and soul behind
The Floral Skull creations and find out more about her creative process and
inspirations behind the brand.

Photo credits: The Floral Skull
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The Floral Skull is actually a self-explanatory project as indicated by its name. I started
designing various kinds of decorative skull creations that include flowers, since 2015.
These vegan constructions, are made solely by hand, using high quality materials and
focusing on a bohemian and alternative way of life.
The notion of utilizing skulls as decorations is not something new, as it has a long
history in old foreign civilizations, either as part of the decor or as connective totems
to mother nature. As such, The Floral Skull offers a modern twist to this. Instead of
using real skulls, and by wishing to have an ecological approach to this process, these
creations are made entirely out of paper and decorated by a decoupage technique,
which gives a romantic touch to the finished product.
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At The Floral Skull, one can find a large variety of animal skulls, which are also made
by hand with great attention to detail and quality. This, in itself, makes each creation
completely one of a kind. Of course, for many people the idea of using skulls as part
of the decor might seem odd, but behind this, lies the idea of uniting oneself to nature
as these creations represent change, free thought, unconventionality and above all,
the celebration of life!
Therefore, we would strongly suggest that if someone abides by such ideas and
philosophy, to consider using The Floral Skull as centerpieces for the wedding
reception. As marriage is the ultimate symbol of a couple’s union and a stepping
stone to the creation of life. Likewise, floral skulls act as symbols of life. That way you
can achieve an alternative and eco-friendly decor for your wedding party and add a
unique touch to the best day of your life!

About the author:
Mariangela Zorba is the creative force behind “The Floral Skull”. In 2010, she
began working with arts and crafts, creating handmade decorations for children’s
rooms and dolls. She always enjoyed evolving and discovering new techniques, by
attending a plethora of seminars and workshops on the sculpting, sewing, painting
and decoupage.
@the_floral_skull_
www.facebook.com/thefloralskull/?fref=ts
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Have your photos taken in front of a gorgeous and inspiring backdrop or
a geometrical arch. Ask for your own work of art that expresses you as this
geometrical wire installation from “Babapots” with gorgeous floral agreements by
“Red Box Days”

Lavish autumn décor
This Season’s wedding inspiration from Greece
- trending now
While “all about Green” was the trend of the 2017 Summer season,
autumn colours tend to be more warm, bold and may even be
considered moody. As seasons turn, so do the colour charts for your
themed wedding. From bright and cheerful, to bold and calm.
For this year’s Autumn wedding think of decoration that contain fruits,
lush flowers, deep reds, dark greens, yellows and of course don not
forget the silver, gold and copper accents. Choose your venue to best
fit your needs, like this gorgeous Pyrgos Peterza stone estate in Athens.

Credits:
Photo, George Liopetas
Models, Ann Fedorenko
& George Belessis
Venue, Pyrgos Petreza
See full credits on page 13
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Choose to show off with lush flowers like these centerpieces,
designed by Kostas Korakas from “Red Box Days”

Fruits, vintage sliver and strong
colours from “Red Box Days”

Make sure your cake fits the theme of your
lux autumn wedding like this trendy drip cake
decorated with fresh fruits and flowers from
“Buttermilk Pattiesies”
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Surprise your guests with unique
handmade favors, like these glass
pendants, from “Babapots”

Forest theme
Have your autumn forest in your palms, like this
select bridal bouquet from “Red Box Days”

Inspire Fall with your themed sweets. Go lux
and boho with choux a la creme and macarons
or autumn themed like these forest cakes and
cupcakes from “Games of Sugar”.

These wedding crowns from “Prigipo” with
modern and delicate designs, will express
the true inner you.

Don’t forget to accessorize!
Feel like a princess with these gorgeous pumps from “Once Upon a Shoe”
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Choose your dress to steal the show like this
blush vintage lace dress from “Madame Shou
Shou” on the left.

Use unique haging terrariums and spice up
your wedding table with different and unique
art objects like this geometric glass table light
from “Babapots”

Photographer: George Liopetas

Change to a show-stopper party
dress like this Belisia Dress by
Costureras Collections from
Anthologia Humana.
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Check our cover styled shoot on
page 94 for more ideas!
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Chic trends from Athens

Athenian Sunday Brunch
Center Athens
Café and Restaurant with tradition will bring
the luxurious nostalgia to your senses. The
perfect place for your brunch gathering, if
you are just visiting Athens as a tourist or are
planning your bachelor and bachelorette
party for your destination wedding. It’s a
must see of who is who.
www.zonarsathens.gr

In The Know
Exclusive Concierge Services Athens
Gazi, Athens
Leave the job of planning your trip or even few days in Greece to the professional
team of In The Know. They will plan your itinerary and offer first-class services
and ideas to maximize your stay with the utmost leisure and indulgence. From
discovering Michelin-starred cuisine to contemporary art and culture, luxury side
of Greece is only a conversation away.
www.intheknow.gr

Photo: www.zonarsathens.gr

Hotel Grand Bretagne Athens
The Luxury Collection
Center Athens
Old-world luxury hotel with tradition and class will be the perfect wedding venue
for you and your guests if you desire that true extravagant feel and taste for your
wedding day. Leave the planning and organizing to the professionals of Grand
Bretagne, who will take care of your every need and desire.
www.grandebretagne.gr
Photo: www.grandebretagne.gr
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Find your party favors in Greece
Six luxury gifts for your guests,
you can find on Instagram

Surprise your guests with amazing gifts
that will forever stay in their memories.
The good thing about the special gifts,
is the ability to personalize them. And
we don’t just mean adding your initials
on the gift, but to truly design something
with the artists that expresses both of you
as a couple. Here are lux designers from
Greece that you can find on Instagram.

naturally-greek.gr
Can’t decide on the perfect favors?
Why not a package of everything! Work
with your wedding team to create the
best package for your wedding party.
@naturally_greek

kokuconcept.com
Keep it stylish with this lux handmade pouch
which you can also customize! And if you don’t
know what exactly you want, don’t worry, the
team of Koku Concept has you covered.
@kokuconcept

uglybell.com
Hand painted glasses from Greece for
Greece. Surprise your bridesmaids and
groomsmen or even guests with themed
unique sunglasses from Greece.
@uglybell
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www.ladolea.gr
Authentic Greek olive oil with unique
design. Ready, set serve!
@ladolea

partyandco.gr
Personalized party gifts like gold acrylic
mirror magnets and so much more.
Ask Party and Co designers for original
and creative ideas for your event.
@partyandcogreece

www.anouschkarokebrand.com
anouschka@anosuchkarokebrand.com
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sandalista.gr
Keep your guests in style with true
handmade Greek sandals with unique
designs.
@thesandalista
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WEDDINGS, SHOOTS, FEATURES

Luxury autumn manor wedding
Styled cover shoot

When thinking of Fall and Luxury, certain things like strong colours, darker pallets
and a cosy, lavish estate come to mind. This was the backbone of our styled
cover shoot! Since Greece is more popular for summer weddings, we wanted to
do just that. Present you the ideal location and inspiration for a different kind of
wedding and what better location for an autumn wedding than this luxury Manor
and Vinery, Pyrgos Petreza, with cosy atmosphere in the Athenian countryside.
Red Box Days florists created the bridal bouquet
and decorated the whole venue with gorgeous floral
arrangements, where peonies and hydrangeas were
accompanied with fall components like red leaves
and autumn fruits like grapes and berries. The
combination of flowers and geometric terrariums
and metal installations from Babapots, formed the
perfect stylish altar and backdrop. We drifted from
the ever so popular greens and greenery and rather
turned to deep burgundy reds, yellows and purple
hues, as the main autumn colour pallet.
Our bride wore dresses by Madame Shou Shou,
jewellery and ceremonial crowns from Prigipo, shoes
from Once upon a Shoe and the evening look by
Costureras Collections from Anthologia Humana
which was styled by Anna Zotou.
Games of Sugar prepared two themed desert tables
whit the gorgeous trendy drip wedding cake with
bold colours to steal the thunder.
The whole event was captured by George Liopetas
Photography and video by Konstantinos Liopetas
For more luxury autumn inspirations, go to page 80.
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Credits:
Concept and Production, Ellwed Magazine
Photography, George Liopetas Photography
Video, Konstantinos Liopetas
Models, Ann Fedorenko & George Belessis
Hair & Makeup Styling, Antigoni Livieratou
Stylist: Anna Zotou
Floral Design, Red Box Days
Geometric Details, Light & Terrariums, Babapots
Cakes & Sweets, Games of Sugar / Buttermilk Patisserie
Shoes, Once Upon a Shoe
Dresses,
Madame Shou Shou
Costureras Collections from Anthologia Humana
JJs House from Yesterday’s Bread
Groom’s Attire, Yesterday’s Bread
Jewellery & Crowns, Prigipo
Venue, Pyrgos Petreza
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Photography, George Liopetas Photography
Models, Ann Fedorenko & George Belessis
Hair & Makeup, Antigoni Livieratou
Floral Design, Red Box Days
Cakes & Sweets, Buttermilk Patisserie
Geometric Terrariums, Babapots
Dress, Madame Shou Shou
Groom’s Attire, Yesterday’s Bread
Jewellery, Prigipo
Venue, Pyrgos Petreza
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Photography, George Liopetas Photography
Models, Ann Fedorenko & George Belessis
Hair & Makeup, Antigoni Livieratou
Floral Design, Red Box Days
Geometric Wire backdrop, Babapots
Dress, Madame Shou Shou
Groom’s Attire, Yesterday’s Bread
Jewellery, Prigipo
Venue, Pyrgos Petreza
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Photography, George Liopetas Photography
Models, Ann Fedorenko & George Belessis
Hair & Makeup, Antigoni Livieratou
Floral Design, Red Box Days
Cakes, Buttermilk Patisserie
Geometric Shapes, Babapots
Dress, Madame Shou Shou
Groom’s Attire, Yesterday’s Bread
Jewellery, Prigipo
Venue, Pyrgos Petreza
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Your spot
here

ellwed.com

advertise with us
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Lavish chic wedding at Costa
Navarino
Real wedding in Pylos

The couple chose Costa Navarino, a premier spot for luxury holidays
and world-class golf destination in Greece for their splendid wedding.
The beautiful religious ceremony was organized at the Holy Assumption
Church of Pylos. The whole wedding theme was timeless glamour with a
hint of Greek romance. White flowers with olive branches were decorating
every spot, while tables had embellishments in minimal, yet neoclassical
style in white and nude colours. The whole dinner area was set above the
water on suspended wooden islands, where their party continued into the
night.

Photographer: Sotiris Tsakanikas

The whole event was captured by Sotiris Tsakanikas.
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Credits:
Photography, Sotiris Tsakanikas
Planner and Floral Design, The12events
Dj, Show Time
Cinematography, With Heart Films
Assistant photographer, Gorge Ginatis
Preparation Venue, Westin Costa Navarino
Reception Venue, Romanos Costa Navarino
Makeup Artist, Theocharis Katerina
Wedding Dress, Mira Zwillinger
Bridal Shoes – Manolo Blahnik
Wedding Rings, Tiffany & CO.
Groom’s Apparel and Shoes, Dolce&Gabbana
Groom’s Accessories, Cufflinks – Ermenegildo Zegna
Bow tie, Yves Saint Laurent
Bridesmaids dresses, Two Birds Bridesmaid
Bridesmaids shoes, Valentino
Groomsmen suits, T.M. Lewin
Bridesmaids robes, Plum Pretty Sugar
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From Sotiris:
“What a glorious day to get married! And what is more luscious
than holding the wedding at Romanos and Westin Resort of Costa
Navarino? The bride glowing in her gorgeous Mira Zwillinger
“Chloelis” gown and iconic “Hangisi” pumps by Manolo Blahnik,
and Brian- a man of style- in head to toe Dolce & Gabanna
amid the endless, green plains overlooking the Ionian Sea, were
the epitome of chic! Not to mention, their beautiful fresh-looking
bridesmaids in their rosewater coloured dresses or the flowers,
so ample and so luscious: ranunculus, David Austin English
roses, peonies, rosemary, daisies, freesia, eustoma lisianthus,
and apples arranged and set by our super-talented friends from
The12events, along with perfect touches of the olive leaf created
quite the atmosphere. Friends and family received custom made
olive based skincare products as favors, as well as personalized
gift bags, which to me spells true hospitality, esteem and high
regard.
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This stunningly chic couple was sheer proof that having everything
planned to the tiniest, most fine detail really pays off in terms
of styled photography (I mean look at their romantic portraits!
Sweet, calm and effortless). But, what really surprised me, was
the fact that “uber-style” does not necessarily mean paying the
same amount of effort in having fun. Soon, as the time came to
party, these two lovebirds and their crazy-crazy friends got on
the dance floor and went absolutely bananas. Talk about fancy
dressing, cheering, loads of dancing and laughing. Besides, isn’t
that what a wedding day is all about?”
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Lush blushing romance
Real wedding in Santorini

Alexandra and Oliver were dreaming of having their romantic wedding in
Santorini. They chose the perfect deluxe venue for their ceremony and reception,
overlooking the idyllic Aegean Sea. Small details like blush pink and ivory roses,
romantic candles and lanterns, pink cupcakes, specially designed cookies and a
whiskey and cigar bar brought this lush romance to completion. Can it get more
romantic than that?

Photographer: Anna Roussos

The whole event was organised by The Bridal Consultant with Lisa Burton and
photographed by Anna Roussos
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Credits:
Wedding Planner, The Bridal Consultant
Photographer, Anna Roussos
Ceremony Venue, Le Ciel Santorini
Reception Venue, The Maltese Hotel
Bride’s dress, Caroline Casigliano/Sarah Janks – Les Trois
Bride’s shoes, Jimmy Choo
Bride’s clutch bag, Jimmy Choo
Groom’s suit, Kabiruabu
Bridesmaids’ Dresses, Jenny Yoo
Flower girl dress, Monsoon
Stationary, The Hummingbird Card Company
Flowers, Wedding Wish
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From Lisa and the bride:
Shortly after Alexandra’s and Oliver’s first holiday as a couple in
Santorini, the two knew they wanted to get married there.
‘We first visited Santorini as a couple and simply fell in love with the
island. The weather was beautiful, the scenery was spectacular and the
sunset was one of the best we had seen’
The couple had quite a large guest list and the venues in Santorini
are traditionally very small but after comparing a few options and
following a visit by the couple to view the venues they decided on Le
Ciel, which was in its opening year and for the reception, they chose the
Luxury Maltese Hotel.
Alexandra’s dress was by two different designers, Caroline Castigliano
and Sarah Janks and her shoes where Jimmy Choo, she accessorised
with an ivory floor length veil, diamond earrings and a diamond
bracelet.
Oliver and the groomsmen were dressed by Sartorial Style of Savile
Row in a classic navy blue three-piece suit with a modern twist. The
suits were personalised with a scope waistcoat, wider than normal
lapels and pink stitched highlights such as a single cuff buttonhole to
match the bridesmaids’ dresses.
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The bridesmaids’ dresses were by Jenny Yoo, the bride purchased
them during a trip in New York. They were called Juliette in Cameo
Pink (Blush) with gold flecked lace. The flower girl wore a beautiful
ivory dress from Monsoon.
The bride describes the theme as ‘elegant, stylish with a touch of
vintage’
The bride spent months working closely with flower stylists to
create the overall look of the day, which featured David Austin
ivory roses, blush pink roses and light pink astilbe.
After struggling to find a local baker to create the couples dream
cake their research took them to Atlanta USA, who put them in
touch with a baker in Athens, who then designed the incredible
cake and dessert table.
‘Our wedding cake was an ivory four tier cake with hand piped
lace design to match my dress.’
The bespoke stationery was by UK stationer the Hummingbird
Card Company. A simply gorgeous touch were the Jo Malone
personalised candles made for the female guests whilst Alex had
a cigar and whiskey bar for the gentlemen.
The entertainment in Santorini wasn’t really what the couple had
in mind so they flew in a five-piece jazz band and a DJ from the
UK.
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A local harpist serenaded the couple and guests for the ceremony and
cocktail hour.
We had so much fun working with Alexandra and Oliver from meeting
them in our office in the early days, their trips to the island and the
couple’s immaculate attention to detail ensuring that they not only had
the wedding of their dreams but also that their guests’ every need was
taken care of, we asked them what their best memory of the day was.
‘Our best memory, was the moment we saw each other at the aisle and
our first dance. This was made even more special as we had sparklers
for all the guests and fireworks at the end of the dance.’
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Luxurious fairytale escape
Real wedding in Santorini

Bride’s flowy blush/nude wedding dress with pearl decoration, was the perfect
choice for this wedding in Santorini. The white surroundings and blue sky were
perfect combination for this everlasting blush wedding theme. The real contrast
to this where white and gold giant round balloons, tied to each guest chair. The
whole wedding was very simple and intimate with just eight of their closest guests.
The couple’s first objective was quality and hospitality, rather than quantity. The
wedding day was perfected by the release of their “wish” balloons.

Photographer: Olga Toka

The whole event was captured by Olga Toka.
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Credits:
Photographer, Olga Toka
Wedding Planner, Mosaic Weddings & Events
Venue, Santo Wines
Florist, Santorinis Flowers
Hotel, Ambassador Luxury Suites
Wedding cake, Petranart
MUAH, Elina Zakharova
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From Olga:
“This beautiful wedding of a wonderful couple Dinara and Amvar, took
place on the picturesque island of Santorini. At the summertime, it is usually
very hot on the island, but that day the weather was cloudy and rainy. We
were very worried about the photoshoot, but luckily, when we started, the
rain completely stopped. The weather continued to surprise us and it’s no
secret, that Santorini is one of the windiest islands. When we reached mount
Pyrgos - the highest point of Santorini - a strong wind blew and took our
bride’s veil with it. Factually, we were able to retrieve it for the ceremony. For
their wedding, the couple invited only the closest friends and family, so the
ceremony was held in a very warm and spiritual atmosphere. Their love for
each other was obvious even without words. The proof of that was in their
every move and every look. At the end of the ceremony, the rain started
pouring again, which it seemed to be waiting for the final moment. But
that did not discourage the couple or anyone at the wedding and the party
continued into the night.”
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Intimate classic navy & marsala
From the luxury five-star hotel to down to earth beach ceremony, this private wedding
ceremony took place on the cliffs of Limnionas bay in Zante. The couple chose this
location to celebrate their love, because it held a special meaning in their hearts, which
they wanted to share with their closest friends and family. Marta’s wedding dress was
simple, yet elegant with lace details and lace bridal train, that complimented the
groom’s navy-blue suit and marsala tie for contrast. The navy themed decoration with
sea elements, matched the location
perfectly.

Real wedding in Zakynthos

Photographer: WedPashalis

The whole event was captured by
Konstantinos & Sofia Pashali from
WedPashalis.
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Credits:
Wedding Photography, WedPashalis
Wedding Planning, I Do Zakynthos
Flowers, Fiorentinos
Hotel, Lesante
Ceremony, Porto Limnionas Restaurant
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From Konstantinos & Sofia:
“Marta & Piotr chose beautiful Zante (Zakynthos) to celebrate their
unique day with their family and few friends. They fell in love with
the most beautiful and exotic landscape on the island, the absolutely
gorgeous beach of Porto Limnionas. They visited Limnionas few years
ago and promised each other to marry someday there. The big day was
full of love and emotions, and everything was perfect. The decoration
was beautiful from the professional wedding planners at “I do weddings”,
by Angela and Barbara. This team can really make your dream day a
reality! The wedding dress was very romantic. Marta & Piotr were so
thrilled and excited throughout the whole day. They had a welcoming
party next to the beach in a lovely place with traditional Greek cuisine.
The couple finished the evening with a very romantic dance and the
sky filled with fireworks, which was a surprise organized by Angela and
Barbara!”
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Luxury Greek autumn tale
Real wedding in in Crete

Minos and Eleanna’s wedding took place in Chania, Crete. Greek weddings,
especially Cretan weddings are well known for their enormous guest count. Although,
what most people may not know, is that as per Greek custom, many times couples
choose to have their wedding combined with the christening of their child. Eleanna
and Minos chose to do just that. Their special day became even more memorable
with the religious ceremony wedding and the christening of their son. The whole
reception took place in an exclusive venue for selected weddings with lush vintage
red and green decoration embellished
with local fruit and a chase bar.
The whole event was captured by
Vassilis Polychronakis from Day One
Photography.

Credits:
Photo & Video, Vassilis Polychronakis Day One Photography
Wedding Decoration, De Plan V
Catering, Moderno catering
Menu Arrangement, “Skoufos & Oinos” private chef
Wine List, Karavitakis winery
Wedding Dress, Costarellos
Grooms Attire, Corneliani
Wedding shoes, Ferragamo
Wedding accessories, Cerruti
Wedding hair, Douroundaki hairdresser
Guest Favors, Prigipo
Christening costume and all related materials, Cat in the Hat
Children special treats, De Plan V
Children entertainment, Aerostato Chania
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From the bride:
“Our wedding took place in Chania together with our first
child’s christening.
We had selected the private property of Spyridaki family,
“Metochi EY” located in the middle of an avocado plantation.
The venue is dated back to the 14th century and had been
recently renovated, and the family managed to maintain
it in a flawless state for use of selected weddings & private
occasions.
Our wedding had a bohemian chic “Tuscany” theme, using
September bouquets in the colours of colors, gold, beige,
burgundy red and green matching perfectly with the Venetian
architecture of the stone building. We mixed flowers and fruits
in our decoration as we were in the middle of agricultural area
and September is the month where grapes & figs are thriving.

The religious ceremony and christening took place at the “Petrou
and Pavlou” church in Chania, where catering set up refreshing
station with fresh lemonade fruits and some sweets. After the
ceremony, our guests waited for us at the estate. The event
continued there during the sunset, in the soft tones of live violin
and saxophone, playing jazz and light mainstream lounge music,
amongst the guests. Following our entrance, we cut the cake
under the sparkling lights of firework waterfalls. After dinner, the
true partying started, when the DJ took over the stage. A special
photo booth was set at the lounge area for us and for our little
ones, we booked a team of two children entertainers, who had
their complete attention.
All guests had been given a gold-plated lucky charm as a special
“thank you” gift, designed and crafted by Prigipo. Children were
given elephant dolls in several colours and patterns. Both gifts
were placed on the plates of each guest.
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A crystal chandelier was hanging
from one tree near our table and
more than 100 candle lights were
hung on the opposite side, adding
a warm touch to the atmosphere.

The long tables were arranged in rows with
old style chairs & tables completely dressed in
beige linen tablecloths with the green trail of
flowers, fruits, candles and decorative vintage
crystals.
Regarding the menu, we have kept the
traditional dishes of “pilafi” & special roasted
lamp as main dishes but we have added
a contemporary touch as starters. Finally,
Karavitakis winery had suggested a wine list
based on the served menu.”
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LOCATION, VENUE, HONEYMOON

3 ceremony venue reviews
in Rethymno, Crete

Boutique Villas in Lefkada
Book one, two or all three and
accomodate all of your guest.

booking@ekaterina.gr

This time we take you to Crete, more specifically, Rethymno
city, one of the most popular wedding destination for tourist
weddings. Because Rethymno city is becoming more and more
popular with destination weddings, they have all things pretty
well organized. The city itself is fairly touristic with a lot of options
and choices, for those wanting to visit the attractions, as well as
those who are just seeking leisure and luxury.

+30 69 7744 6112

www.ekaterina.gr

Please note that these are objective opinions of each place and are formed solely on the idea of weddings and events. The article is only supposed to contribute to the
bride’s decision to choose the right venue for her wedding in Greece. These reviews are meant to promote the locations and venues in Greece. The reviews are not in any way
meant to discredit or slander any professionals, companies, locations or venues.
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Foretzza

Palm oasis

The Venetian Fortezza in Rethymno, is an ideal location for
history enthusiasts. It’s actually a historical monument, one
of rare ceremony venues for your civil ceremony in Greece.
Being on top of the hill, with the amazing views of the sea
and the whole city underneath, has the advantage of a
quiet location with historical buildings that will take you to
another century. You can choose to have your ceremony
indoors or outside, with the view of the sea. Also, an
amazing location for photoshoots, even if this is not your
preferred ceremony location. It’s a must-see sightseeing if
you are visiting Crete. We recommend afternoon hours for
summer months. Fortezza is not suitable for reception or
dinner/party.

You may have seen some beautiful weddings from Crete
in the secret gardens of the Palm Oasis, as Crete is more
tropical island and you will find lots of palm trees. Family
owned, Paradise Center and Proto Helidoni Taverna are
the under the grid venues in Peters, Rethymno. As these
are private properties, they are suitable for symbolic
ceremonies or gorgeous photoshoots and reception dinners
for smaller to medium groups. Ask your planner for more
details on these venues.

www.rethymno.gr/en/city/castel/castel.html
Pros
Cons
-

Historically important, with historical buildings
Amazing views all around
Civil ceremonies are possible at the location
Preferred photoshoot location
Indoor/outdoor ceremonies
Fairly easy access
Parking in the vicinity
Walking distance from the city center
Very hot on summer days
Afternoon ceremonies
Not suitable for receptions or dinners
Public property
Possible tour visits
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Pros
Cons
-

Paradise Center

Stunning surroundings with palm trees
and private beach
Reception dinners for medium groups
Parking on site
Easy access
Close to the city
Family owned tavern
Indoors and outdoors
Possible other guests, swimmers at the venue
Symbolic ceremonies
Not easy to find, off the social media grid
Transportation needed
Not suitable for pumps for the
ceremony on the lawn

Porto Helidoni
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Balos Beach

Rethymno beach weddings
Balos beach might be getting all the rave on the social media,
but trust us, it is not the best option for your wedding because
of the difficult access. The views might be spectacular, but if
you are not adventures or hiking ready, we advise against it.
Nonetheless, do go check it out, while in Crete. It is something
to experience. Let’s move back to Rethymno, the most popular
beach wedding location in Crete. While other cities might not
conduct civil ceremonies on the beach, Rethymno, with its vast
coastline, has this part pretty well defined. Most major hotels on
the coat will be able to accommodate your wedding ceremony
and reception dinner. Ask your planner for the civil ceremony on
the beaches of Rethymno. For more photos see page 43.
Pros
Cons
-

Rethymno Beach

Civil ceremonies on the sandy beaches of Rethymno
Suitable for small or bigger weddings
Possible vicinity to your hotel
Possible parking in the area
Close to the city
Ceremony and receptions
Transportation might not be needed
(if your hotel is on the beach)
Possible tourists-swimmers at the site
Exposed to weather elements
Not suitable for morning ceremonies in the summer
Not suitable for high heels, pumps or stilettos
Possible hot weather or sandblasting when windy

Photo, HannaMonika Wedding Photography

www.leciel-santorini.com
info@leciel-santorini.com
+30 228 603 6320
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All-inclusive and exclusive
honeymoon
3 destinations in Greece

It’s the Luxury edition and as such, we wanted to present you
with some options for carefree lux honeymoon destinations. Of
course, there are many high-end, luxury islands around Greece like
Santorini, Kea and Corfu, but for this issue we are proposing three
larger islands you probably heard of, but maybe didn’t consider
for your honeymoon.

Villa Coral
Villa Emerald
Villa Acanthus
Perfect retreat for
private
weddings and events

wwwwww. .eevvi iaavviillllaass..ccoom
m |
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info@eviavillas.com |

+30-6979444352
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Rhodes
An island with a long tradition in tourism and hospitality, which
will offer you everything from a tourist point of view. The still very
alive and agile old city that lies behind ancient walls with castles
and churches, restaurants and shops. Luxury five-star all-inclusive
hotels near the beach, with honeymoon suites, so you never need to
leave the premises. And the untouched nature with picturesque small
hidden villages on top of the mountains.
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Crete
The largest island in Greece with the oldest Minoan history.
Here you can find the beautiful old city of Chania with
busy, yet pleasant tourist city life, the longest city beach
in Rethymno and beautiful pink and black sandy beaches
with turquoise blue waters in Elafonisi national park. For the
ultimate luxury, you can also find five-star boutique hotels
with their private beaches. Crete is an island where you can
find it all.
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Mykonos
More white and less green than the aforementioned two, Mykonos
is the ultimate high end celebrity and party island. If you want
exclusive hotels, restaurants, service and crazy parties, Mykonos is
your destination. Most bars, stores and houses from the main city,
Chora, take care of their appearance and offer high end products
and service. For more privacy and relaxation, you can hide in one
of those white secluded designer private villas the island has to offer.

www.leciel-santorini.com
info@leciel-santorini.com
+30 228 603 6320
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EVENTS, SEMINARS, PRO’S

don’t miss

the
Make sure you
next issue and be the first to know.
Get on our

VIP list at

ellwed.com/magazine

For Brides

Q&A
How can I make sure I won’t have a meltdown on the wedding day? I really do not
want to be called a bridezilla….
It is logical that since it is your special day, your expectations are much higher. First of all,
remember to breathe every step of the process. It is somethings we all have to do, but in
excessively anxious times, we all forget to. If something goes wrong, dictate to a person of
your choice how to find an alternative. Do not be afraid to ask for help from friends and
family. If you do not have a planner, split responsibilities amongst your closer family and
friends and ask them to have a closer eye on things. But, do not put the stress of planning
an event on someone that cannot handle such tasks. If possible, we do recommend you
hiring a planner and especially so, if your wedding is a destination wedding. Yes, devil is
in the details, but at the end of the day, just remember what is important at any wedding.
You are marrying the person you truly love! A broken flower, or one less sax player should
not stand in the way of that!

Do you still have questions for your wedding in Greece?
We would love to help you in any way we can. Send us your
questions at submit@ellwed.com or throug our socila media and
we will do our best to give you an answer.
All best questions and answers will be published in the next Ellwed issue.
If you can’t wait till then, head over to our Bridal Community. Its free to join
and we can help you right away.
www.facebook.com/groups/ellwed.bridal.community
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My fiancé and I are in love with Athens and we would love to have a ceremony on the
beach somewhere around Athens area. Which beaches would you recommend for
this occasion?
We are glad you asked this question! Congratulations on your upcoming wedding. First,
we want to point out that beach weddings in Attica can be a bit tricky. We recommend
a symbolic ceremony on the beach and that you always talk to your wedding planner
regarding the possibilities. Attica region has a big variety of nice beaches but we would
suggest choosing a place in the Athens Riviera (you can find more information in our
previous summer2017 issue). For example, Glyfada, Voula and Vouliagmeni beaches
have received a Blue Flag award in 2017 and are easily accessible from the city center.
Although, they might be crowded during the summer season. If you want more secluded
location, check Lagonisi and Saronida beaches or beaches in the Anavyssos area.
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Bridal Expo and Fashion Show
NewLife 19-22.1.2018 in M.E.C.
Paiania, Athens Greece

Upcoming seminars
Find more seminars on our Education page at ellwed.com/education

Learn all about wedding and event
planning industry with International
Academy Of Wedding And Event
Planning at
www.weddingacademyglobal.com

We want to see and hear about your wedding
in Greece! Share your story with us and help
and inspire other brides to be, all over the
world! send us your real wedding story at
submit@ellwed.com

For PRO’s
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Learn with Anna Roussos, our
featured photographer. One on
One Photography mentoring at
annaroussosworkshops.com

Attention all Pro’s!
Do you have a usefull advice to give or a story to tell? Send us your advice for all
brides to be and get featured in the next ellwed issue.
We would love to hear your advice and see your work.

One on One Photography Sessions With
Anouschka Rokebrand at
anouschkarokebrand.com/mentorsessions

submit@ellwed.com
All best stories and useful advice will be published in the next Ellwed issue.
If you want to get free education and network with Pro’s all over Greece and abroad, head over to
our Pro’s Community. Its free to join.
www.facebook.com/groups/ellwed.pros.community/
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All photos from the owner’s websites
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Upcoming events in athens

Bridal Expo and Fashion Show NewLife
19-22/1/2018
apply for participation at www.newlife-expo.gr

Metropolitan Expo
Business Seminar - Jordan Belfort
Real “Wolf of Wallstreet” is coming to Athens on 13/11/2017
www.jordanbelfort.gr

Write for us!

Do you have a wedding,
fashion or beauty related
blog? We want to hear more.
Become a guest on our blog
or magazine .

Interantion tourism exhibition - Greek Tourism Expo
8-10/12/2017
www.greektourismexpo.gr

Fair for jewellery designers
From 23-26/2/2018
hellenic-jewellery.helexpo.gr

Link love

For catering, international food exhibition
10-12/3/2018
www.foodexpo.gr

Pros in this issue

MEC Peania

Wedding planners
Bridal Consultant, www.thebridalconsultants.com
Crete For Love, creteforlove.com
JS Divine Events, www.jsdivine-events.com
The12events, www.the12events.com
I Do Zakynthos, www.idozakynthos.gr
Mosaic Weddings & Events, mosaicwedding.com
De Plan V, www.deplanv.com

For Jewellery and craft makers
68 Exhibition modern creations 30/9/- 2/10/2017
www.a-wpapageorgiou.gr

Mediterranean International Tourism Exhibition
19-22/10/2017
mite.gr

Florists
Red Box Days, www.redboxdays.gr
Wedding Wish, www.weddingwish.gr
Fiorentinos Flowers, facebook.com/fiorentinos.flowers
Santorinis Flowers, santorinis-flowers.webnode.gr

Beauty for professionals
4-6/11/2017 and 25-27/11/2017 at HellExpo
www.beautygreece.gr
All photos from the owner’s websites
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Wedding photographers
George Lipopetas Photography, www.georgeliopetas.com
Anna Roussos Photography, www.annaroussos.com
Sotiris Tsakanikas, sotiristsakanikas.com
WedPashalis, www.wedpashalis.com
Aljan Guzey, www.ajlanguzey.it
Anouschka Rokebrand, www.anouschkarokebrand.com
HannaMonika Wedding Photography, hannamonika.com
Olga Toka, www.olgatokastudio.com
Vassilis Polychronakis, dayone.photography
Video
Konstantinos Liopetas, www.quick-film.gr
With Heart Films, www.withheartfilms.com

Venues, Villas & Hotels
Pyrgos Petreza, www.pyrgospetreza.gr
The Marble Resort, www.eviavillas.com
Le Ciel Santorini, www.leciel-santorini.com
Katerina’s Village, www.ekaterina.gr
Westin Costa Navarino, www.westincostanavarino.com
Romanos Costa Navarino, costanavarino.com
The Maltese Hotel, www.lamaltese.com
Lesante, www.lesante.gr
Porto Limnionas Restaurant, facebook.com/porto.limnionas
Santo Wines, www.santowines.gr
Ambassador Luxury Suites, www.ambassadorhotelsantorini.com
Grand Bretagne Athens, www.grandebretagne.gr

Cakes & Sweets
Buttermilk Patisserie, facebook.com/buttermilkpatisserie
Petranart, santorini-wedding-cakes.com
Catering
Moderno catering, monterno.gr
“Skoufos & Oinos” private chef, skoufosoinos.gr
Hair & Makeup
Antigoni Livieratou, www.antigonilivieratou.com
Theocharis Katerina, www.theocharis-makeup.com
Douroundaki hairdresser, www.aadourountakihair.gr
DJs & Bands
Show Time, www.showtime.com.gr
Stylists
Lia Igam, www.trendscontro.com
Anna Zotou, www.instagram.com/annazotou
Designers
Madame Shou Shou, www.madameshoushou.com
Costureras Collections, facebook.com/costurerasclothing
Anthologia Humana, www.anthologiahumana.com
Atelier Solo Victoria, facebook.com/solovictoria.atelier

Jeweler
Prigipo, www.prigipo.com
Theodor Jewels, www.theodorad.com
Shoes
Once Upon a Shoe, onceuponashoe.gr
The Workshop, theworkshopshoes.com
Migato, migato.com
Artists & Décor
The Floral Skull, facebook.com/thefloralskull
Babapots, etsy.com/shop/Babapots
Favors, gifts
Uglybell, uglybell.com
Ladolea, www.ladolea.gr
Sandalista, sandalista.gr
Naturally Greek, naturally-greek.gr
Party and Co, partyandco.gr
Kkoku Concept, kokuconcept.com
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Cheers thank !
and
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Credits for all the unaccredited photos used
Ellwed - ellwed.com
Photos under CC0 licence
Alexandra Gorn, Jessica Thames, Ian Schneider, Stil, Sweet Ice Cream Photography,
Anthony Tran, Mikayla Mallek, Engin Akyurt, Melina Naumann, Mike Wilson, Chez
Beate, Roberto Nickson, Dorian Rochowski, Rachel Rouhana
Andre Hunter, Ben Brandt, Caique Silva, Caroline Hernandez, Clem Onojeghuo, Edwin
Andrade, Enrico Carcasci, Flaunter.com, Jenna Norman, Kyle Head, Natalia1808,
Philip Meurisse, Tamara Menzi, freephotosov, Jez Timms, Prairat Fhunta
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This
could be your spot

ellwed.com

Help us keep going and advertise with us
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